
Case Study

Howard Kennedy is a major law firm based in the United Kingdom. Recently, it set 
out to enable a Corporate-Owned, Personally-Enabled (COPE) deployment model 
for its lawyers while also migrating away from older devices. It sought help from 
BlackBerry partner Appurity, who assisted it in deploying BlackBerry® UEM.
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At a Glance
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Howard Kennedy LLP offers its clients straightforward advice, ensuring they 
achieve their goals efficiently and with minimum fuss. Its expertise spans 
multiple industries and verticals, including media & technology, real estate, 
sports, retail & leisure, energy, and investment funds. For Howard Kennedy, 
security needs to be top of mind - but it also needs to go hand-in-hand with 
productivity. It was with this in mind that the firm chose BlackBerry UEM and 
Android™ Enterprise in tandem to deploy a COPE device fleet for its lawyers.

The Organisation
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Seeking to better understand the needs of its lawyers, Howard Kennedy 
interviewed the partnership on what they required from a mobile device. 
Overwhelmingly, their answer was that they no longer wanted to carry separate 
work and personal phones. It became clear that the firm needed a way to 
enable personal use on its devices without compromising any sensitive data, 
along with a means of securing the connection between external and internal 
infrastructure. 

“We were really looking to do a full Corporate-Owned, Personally-Enabled 
(COPE) deployment model,” explains Lizzie Ludnow, Mobility Specialist at 
Howard Kennedy. “As an existing customer of BlackBerry and their BES 
infrastructure, we realised the best way to achieve this was to migrate to UEM, 
leveraging its enhanced security features and integrate our new device fleet.” 

Howard Kennedy deployed BlackBerry UEM in tandem with Android Enterprise 
after an extensive evaluation period. A platform that delivers complete endpoint 
management and policy control for a diverse fleet of devices and applications, 
BlackBerry UEM and Android Enterprise allow the firm to securely manage its 
infrastructure either on-premise or in the cloud, all from a single screen. Android 
Enterprise, allows the firm to separate business and personal data through 
multiple layers of security, comprehensive management tools, and a range of 
devices to fit any job.

Although Howard Kennedy evaluated a number of BlackBerry’s competitors, no 
solution suited their needs as well as UEM. One significant plus was BlackBerry 
Secure Connect Plus. The ability to connect external devices to internal 
resources without punching holes in the firewall was perfect for a security-
minded law firm. 

The firm was assisted throughout its deployment process by BlackBerry 
Platinum Enterprise and Managed Mobility Partner Appurity. A BlackBerry 
partner for more than a decade, Appurity worked closely with Howard Kennedy 
to help it better define and meet its mobility needs. It also provided the Rubus 
Connector, Appurity-developed software that helps extend the functionality of 
the iManage document and email management solution onto platforms such as 
Android, while also integrating iManage with the 9Folders Email Client. 

“The thing we found was that Android Enterprise paired with BlackBerry UEM 
gave us exactly what we were looking for – it was the best, most secure version 
of the COPE model at the time we chose to deploy it,” says Ludnow. “And 
because Android is changing all the time, it’s actually getting better.”

The Challenge

The Solution
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A Versatile Mobility Solution: One of BlackBerry UEM’s greatest strengths is its 
versatility. It works seamlessly with Android, but should the firm ever shift to a 
new deployment model or operating system, it will be able to do so with minimal 
configuration. 

“We’ve equipped our users with devices that they can use for just about 
anything, business or personal,” explains Clive Knott, Howard Kennedy’s IT 
Director. “More importantly, we’ve got those devices locked down in such a way 
that we’ve full control over most of what we do.”

Security and Reliability: “From the start, we were confident in BlackBerry’s 
security,” says Knott. “BlackBerry has always been the strongest in terms of 
providing a strong foundation for protecting our data. It’s part of why we chose 
to use BlackBerry UEM – with it, we can be as secure as we need to be. We’ve 
also had no downtime since we went live, which is remarkable in IT.”  

Enhanced Software Enablement: Since deploying BlackBerry UEM, the firm 
has had a number of people approach IT to request new applications for their 
department. Once an app has been enabled on the platform, it can either be set 
to download automatically or manually from Managed Google Play, Android’s 
enterprise app store. With this app store, the IT department can seamlessly 
and securely select, purchase, and manage both required apps and a range of 
optional applications. 

This has allowed the firm to greatly increase the third-party applications 
available to its staff and led to both improved efficiency and greater satisfaction. 

A Simple, Effective Backend: “BlackBerry UEM is surprisingly uncomplicated 
to install and use,” recalls Ludnow. “After we identified the core apps for our 
deployment, we were able to easily load them into the work container and set 
them as essential, so users couldn’t delete them. And the platform itself makes 
it quite easy for us to keep in track and in control of the devices our firm uses.” 

A Fruitful Partnership: Both during and before its deployment of BlackBerry 
UEM, it was important to Howard Kennedy that it find a good provider that 
not only understood what it was trying to do, but also had a good grasp of the 
legal services space. Appurity and BlackBerry together more than met those 
requirements.  

“With BlackBerry and Appurity, I think we’ve found ourselves a good platform 
and a good team to get to where we are today,” explains Knott. “Appurity has 
always been very helpful, approachable, and agile in assisting us with any 
problems we might encounter.”

The Results

Why Appurity? 
The prevalence of mobile devices 
in all industry sectors, whether iOS, 
Android, macOS or Windows 10, is 
driving change in business process; 
Appurity is helping organisations 
deliver mobile initiatives that 
improve productivity and empower 
their employees. Appurity’s focus 
on mobile device security and app 
delivery ensures that our clients are 
provided with best of breed, secure 
solutions.

Appurity are top-tier BlackBerry 
Platinum Partners with many years’ 
experience in design and delivery of 
UEM, the first UK accredited partner 
for BlackBerry® Workspaces and 
also deliver BlackBerry® AtHoc® 
crisis management solutions to its 
customers.

Other services include Mobile 
Managed Services (MMS) where 
Appurity assists customers with 
device security, activation with 
UEM, delivery to end-user and 
workshops if training is required.
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About BlackBerry Limited

(C) 2018 BlackBerry Limited. Trademarks, including but not limited to BLACKBERRY, BBM, EMBLEM 
Design and ATHOC are the trademarks or registered trademarks of BlackBerry Limited, its subsidiaries 
and/or affiliates, used under license, and the exclusive rights to such trademarks are expressly reserved. 
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

BlackBerry Limited is an enterprise software and services company focused on 
securing and managing IoT endpoints. The company does this with BlackBerry® 
Secure™, an end-to-end Enterprise of Things platform, comprised of its enterprise 
communication and collaboration software and safety-certified embedded 
solutions.

Based in Waterloo, Ontario, BlackBerry Limited was founded in 1984 and operates 
in North America, Europe, Asia, Australia, Middle East, Latin America and Africa. 
The Company trades under the ticker symbol “BB” on the Toronto Stock Exchange 
and the New York Stock Exchange. For more information visit BlackBerry.com, 
and follow the company on LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook. 


